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THIS IS THE CHALLENGE.

Can you beat these?

The 2016 Reunion Tillington Hall Hotel (Stafford)
Full details can be found on our website, regarding cost and the programme for the weekend.
Brian Coward and Isle of Wight Tours have put in a lot of effort to ensure that we have a
great weekend. Your attendance goes a long way to make it great.
THIS IS THE CHALLENGE. Thrown out by the communicators for the next reunion. Attend with
some fluff on your face or stand a round of drinks. For those of you unaccustomed, you will be given
permission to ‘shave off’ on Saturday morning. I suspect that those of us who took part in the same
exercise all those years ago, during our expedition into the Arctic, may well be able to improve on
our previous efforts. Anyway it is up to you. Might make a rather interesting photo though.
IN MEMORIAM
LM(E) Lennnie (Charlie) CHIPCHASE see page 9 of the commission book.
LM(E) Robert (Bob) McNEIL see page 28
EM2 Robert (Bob) GORDON see page 31
Lest we forget, they who also served.
THE DERRY CITY MARITIME MUSEUM As you will be aware, over the past few years, we have
collected some memorabilia connected with our ship. You may also be aware, that we have
discussed, when the time comes, where these items should be placed. The favourite and obvious
choice has been, as the title suggests. During the past few months I have been in contact with the
Museums Dept. of the city council, who have informed me that a new maritime museum is going to be
constructed, with a completion date around 2018. Yes OK I know what you might be thinking, but that
is way off at present. Anyway, I have informed them of the articles we have in our possession, plus
where the bugle is located. They seem very interested and will be keeping in touch. In case you are
not sure of what we have, here is a reminder. Our latest acquisition was the plaque from the landrover, given to us by the grand-daughter of Wyatt Earp/RBL Club Fratton. The commissioning mug
presented to the ship, by Sammy White on commissioning. The plaque presented to us by the Mayor
of Cowes, the commission book and our DVD, plus our album. You all have ownership rights to these
articles, so let me know if you agree to their final resting place.
THE WEBSITE Clive continues to enhance our website at every opportunity and the number of hits
(visitors looking at the website) is at present 13,65.1. Sadly the number of messages left amounts to
only 578. No I am not going to work out the hits per message, you can do that. I do try to answer most
messages, if they require an answer, but if I don't, Clive is there to come to my rescue. I have to
admit, that 2 messages were received from children of our shipmates, asking for information or
messmates who knew them. In these cases I did reply, offering them the opportunity of obtaining our
DVD. There was no response from them. The website gives us all a great opportunity of keeping in
touch and passing on information, so please use it. I am not a fan of FACEBOOK or social networking, as
you may have gathered.

GRUMPY OLD MAN Drivers not using their indicators at junctions or roundabouts and failing to turn lights on
during conditions of poor visibility. Not so visible this time of the year, but have you noticed during the summer months,
the number of sports cars that are being driven by ladies with blonde hair.
THE KNOWLEDGE The test that prospective London taxi drivers have to take to get a licence.
I was talking recently to one who had retired a few years ago and he was telling me that it took him 18 months to gain
the knowledge and get his licence during which time he cycled 18,600 miles on his bike around London. Apparently the
knowledge you require is based on a 20 mile radius of Heathrow Airport. His passengers included Joan Collins and Danny
La Rue.
NOVELIST REVIEW Pauline Rowson writes crime novels which are set in the Solent area with the hero being
Detective Inspector Andy Horton. She has written 12 crime novels so far, which are a good read, with much of the action
taking place in areas known to us. . She has begun a new crime series involving an ex Royal Marine Commando named Art
Marvik, but I have not got round to reading this series yet.
E MAIL ADDRESSES Once again I ask for your help with regard to the title. Clive is doing his best to keep you all
informed, but if he does not have your address, or you keep changing it, then the system fails. So please, keep us
informed of changes.
ACCOUNTS At present we have £165. Obviously by cutting down on the number of newsletters
I send by post we have saved money. As well as placing the newsletter on the website, my next experiment will be to send it
out by E mail to those who have given us their address.
HALF A SIXPENCE A stage show running in the West End in the 60's and then made into a film. Tommy Steele
appeared in both. In the film, he can be seen driving, what many still refer to as an old crock, old crocks run London to
Brighton on the first Sunday in November. The car is a French built HANSA, which we have on display in the motor
museum, where I am curator. We also have a horse drawn hearse which appeared in the film Dracula.
THE NAVY OF TODAY Of which I know very little, except that it has shrunk out of all proportion to what it was in our
day. Call me old fashioned but I certainly DO NOT like the design of the new Daring Class, not that I liked the design of
the 50/60's Darings, they always looked top-heavy to me. You will recall, that I am an ex Battle Class destroyer
man, as was our captain. They say that the current Darings can do the job of 'x' number of naval ships. OK so if you lose
one Daring, you lose 'x' number of ships. Quite recently, a newly promoted captain, was given command of the
Fleet Flagship, HMS Bulwark. This no doubt caused some mutterings in many a wardroom in our small fleet. You of
course know who I am referring to.
Gone are the days of destroyer and frigate squadrons and cruisers, along with a couple of carriers that ploughed a wide
wake in the FES or Med. Oh Happy days.
HOBBIES I hope you will recall that Brian Coward travels extensively in the UK, visiting lighthouses and harbour
lights. He has an extensive collection of photographs to prove it. Brian, during his travels north of the border, is
also partial to visiting establishments, where he can partake of tasting a 'wee dram' and perhaps departing with
a bottle or two I and some of you will know, he also calls in on a shipmate or two. Well, nearer to home, in fact in my
converted loft I have an 8ft x 11 ft 00 gauge model railway, where I disappear to on occasions, to run the milk train.
What hobbies do you have?
Best Wishes
David Wickham

